Abstract. It is well-known that for a variety of search tasks involving queries more relevant results can be presented if they are personalized according to a user's interests and search behavior. This can be achieved with user-dependent, rich web search queries profiles. These are typically built as part of a specific search personalization task so that it is unclear which characteristics of queries are most effective for modeling the user-query relationship in general. In this paper, we explore various approaches for explicitly modeling this user-query relationship independently of other search components. Our models employ generative models in layers in a prediction task. The results show that the best signals for modeling the user-query relationship come from the given query's terms and entities together with information from related entities and terms, yielding a relative improvement of up to 24.5% in MRR and Success over the baseline methods.
Introduction
Commercial search engines answer millions of queries on a daily basis while serving a variety of user intents. To enable users to better formulate their search tasks, search engines offer query suggestion tools which auto-complete a user's partial query or suggest follow-up queries after the query is typed. A naive approach is to provide a static list of suggestions to all users for all search intents. This ignores information available from each user's unique search queries profile, which is required to achieve better personalization.
A critical challenge with building user profiles is testing their effectiveness. Typically, user profiles are employed as part of search personalization tasks such as search result reranking or query suggestion, and the effect of personalization is observed through the applied task. This way, it is not obvious which characteristics of queries are most effective for explicitly modeling the user-query relationship in general for any search personalization task. Therefore, in this paper we aim at building rich user search queries profiles and measuring their quality in isolation of these other components. This is framed by means of the following prediction task : given users' past queries, can we effectively predict the most likely user to have issued a given present/future query?
For this task we solely utilize users' queries obtained through historical query log data without soliciting any explicit input from users and without employing users' clicks on documents in search results.
Prior research has dealt with personalization for search results or building user profiles based on their search results interaction, i.e., clicked urls, content of the visited web pages [3] , [4] , [8] , [13] , [18] . These works primarily study users' intents over time for better document ranking [1] , [4] , [9] , [11] , [12] , [15] , [17] , [19] , [20] or they research query suggestion utilizing document click through [3] , [8] , [13] , [16] . Building deep profiles from terse queries poses many interesting challenges: (1) we have a cold-start problem [17] , [18] , [20] , i.e., information about the user needs to be gathered first before queries or results can be personalized; (2) a substantial fraction of queries does not yield to personalization (navigational queries like 'facebook', 'bank of america', etc.) or purely numeric queries; (3) search queries are terse and often ambiguous. Understanding how to effectively build user profiles from search queries can benefit many personalization tasks including query suggestion, search result reranking, and federation optimization.
Our proposed approach uses personalizable information from users' past queries. Our contribution consists of a generative model that employs related terms and entities to overcome the sparsity of queries in user profiles. We present an extensive evaluation suite to measure the personalization potential of our proposed algorithms over a large query log from a major search engine. Our experiments show that the best performing approach yields a relative improvement of up to 24.5% in MRR and Success over the baseline methods.
Related Work
Personalization is a well researched area that aims at better addressing search intents of users for tasks such as document (re)ranking or document retrieval [1] , [4] , [9] , [11] , [12] , [15] , [17] , [19] , [20] . The value of personalizing web search results has widely been studied [4] , [12] , [19] : Teevan et al. [19] analyze query intents of users and discover that there are noticeable variations in search intents for the same query and in the interpretation of these intents. Further, the difficulty of resolving abbreviated and ambiguous queries is identified. Teevan et al. show that by employing personalization, the results can be efficiently reranked to improve retrieval effectiveness. Mei and Church [12] study personalization through backoff, i.e., including information from similar users or from a user's group for estimating the likelihood of a document click for the given user. Morris et al., Teevan et al., and Xue et al. study several further techniques based on user groups [14] , [21] , [22] . Dou et al. [4] analyze when and how personalization is useful by using click-based and query-based personalization techniques. Luxenburger et al. study language modeling approaches for selectively personalizing queries only when it is required [10] .
Some prior work has specifically focused on the personalization of query suggestions and query completion suggestions [3] , [5] , [8] , [13] . All these techniques utilize click through data on documents for estimating user preferences instead of query history-based user profiles for personalization, whose construction we deal with in this paper.
There has also been a lot of prior work in applying user profiles for improved web search ranking: Sugiyama et al. employ two user profiles in combination for every user; one that represents the user's long term browsing history, and another one that represents her current browsing history [18] . Teevan et al. also study long-term and short-term interests of users in their profiles for better document ranking [20] .
Unlike prior personalization related work, our paper studies user profiling for a more general situation: how can we build rich user profiles from queries as a basis for various personalization tasks? This is a substantial difference from prior personalization approaches that are geared towards optimizing a specific task such as document ranking only.
Modeling Search Behavior
In this section, we consider a variety of natural ways of designing user profiles for search queries. Specifically, we study phrase-level models that exploit the query terms and a syntax-level model that exploits the query syntax. We build these models in layers from users' queries so that gradually more evidence is included in the profiles. All the models estimate the likelihood of a given query to have been issued by a certain user.
Phrase-Level Models
These models include phrase-level information from a user's queries in the user profile. The simplest phrase-level model is Query Terms (T), defined as follows:
where t ∈ T (q) denotes the set of unigram terms in q. The estimation of this probability is carried out as described in the generalized form in Section 3.3. The next model Entities (E) (referred to in the equations below as P E (u|q)) includes tagged entity phrases as detected by our named entity recognizer. The model is mathematically the same as Equation 1; the only difference is that t ∈ T (q) refers to the set of unigram terms and entity phrases (e,g,. 'pizza hut', 'toyota' etc.) in the query.
The following model Entities and their categories (EC) expands the Entities model further, by including the named entity categories that were located by our named entity recognizer:
where e ∈ E(q) refers to the set of entity categories (such as 'person', 'product' etc.) in the query. Again, refer to Section 3.3 for the estimation of the probabilities. We interpolate α with Dirichlet smoothing by setting
where μ is tuned by means of a parameter sweep on the training data. This means that the more entities are found in q, the heavier is the emphasis on the entity categories part, and otherwise the terms and entities will be weighted stronger in the model. Our final phrase-level model is Related Terms and Entities (RelTE), for which we first define how to estimate the likelihood of a certain user u to issue similar phrases:
where S = {s|s ∈ Sim(t), t ∈ T (q)} are similar phrases. Specifically, t are again terms and entities as in the Entities model above, and Sim(t) are related terms and entities for t. To locate these, we use a term to term co-occurrence mined dictionary from a 1-year query log. On average, every term has 4-5 related terms and entities. Each entry s, t has an associated co-occurrence score
tf (t) , describing the relatedness of the term or entity phrase s to t. P (u|s) on the other hand denotes how likely user u is to use this related term or entity in his profile. We combine P (u|S) together with Entities and their categories from Equation 2 into the following:
where γ is again tuned similarly to α in Equation 3, depending on the availability of related terms and entities for q:
We tune κ with a parameter sweep on the training data.
Syntax-Level Model
The phrases for this model are derived by analyzing a user's queries with a dependency parser. For this, we observe dependency parse label sequences (DPLS), which allow us to extract phrases that are not necessarily sequential n-grams in the query. Figure 1 shows example parses for two queries. By observing 16 different DPLS, we can extract the following phrases from the query chest x-ray showed evidence of peptic disease:
-chest x-ray showed peptic disease (nn nsubj amod) -chest x-ray showed evidence (nn nsubj dobj) -x-ray showed peptic disease (nsubj amod) -x-ray showed evidence (nsubj dobj) -x-ray showed evidence disease (nsubj dobj prep)
Note that while extracting these phrases, we only consider nodes that are directly connected to the affected edge (see Figure 1) . The resulting phrases generalize or specify the query in different ways. For comparison, our named entity tagger only recognized the phrase 'x-ray' in this query. From the other query wood fired portable pizza oven we can extract the following phrases:
-wood fired portable oven (nsubj amod) -wood fired portable pizza oven (nsubj amod nn) -wood fired oven (nsubj dobj) -wood fired pizza oven (nsubj nn)
Again, the only named entity phrase that was detected is 'oven'. While in these examples the quality of the extracted sub phrases is good, this is not always the case for other queries. Therefore, we apply dependency parsing to queries having at least 3 terms to guarantee good sub phrase quality [7] . For queries with fewer than 3 terms, the approach defaults to one of the phrase-level models. For this model -Syntactic phrases (DP) -we first estimate the likelihood of query q to have been issued by user u by means of the sub phrases D of q as follows:
where D = {d|d ∈ Dep(q)} is the set of all sub phrases of q extracted through observing various DPLS in q. Each sub phrase d is extracted through exactly one dependency parse label sequence dp from the query q. The first factor P (u|d) in Equation 7 denotes the likelihood of user u issuing the given sub phrase d, which we calculate by observing the maximum likelihood of the DPLS dp ∈ d in this user's profile. The estimation of these probabilities is carried out as described in the generalized form in Section 3.3. By utilizing DPLS here we avoid the problem of sub phrase sparsity in user profiles. The second factor P (d|q) in Equation 7 refers to the importance or quality of this extracted sub phrase d given the query q. This is estimated by observing the maximum likelihood of this sub phrase being generated as an exact match within all other sub phrases for q. Hence, sub phrases generated as exact matches within others through several DPLS have higher importance, whereas low-quality phrases occurring less frequently are demoted.
We then combine P (u|D) together with the Entities Model and their categories from Equation 2 into Syntactic phrases (DP) as follows:
where P EC (u|q) was defined in Equation 2. δ is again tuned similarly to α in Equation 3 , depending on the number of sub phrases that were extracted for q:
Again, we tune τ with a parameter sweep on the training data.
Estimation and Smoothing
Model Estimation. All our models use conditional probabilities of the form P (u|x). These are estimated as follows, using the Bayes' Rule:
where P (x) is a constant denoting the prior likelihood of an item x, which is the same across all users and can therefore be safely omitted to yield rank-equivalent results. We obtain the probabilities P (x|u) and P (u) directly from the learned user profile of user u through maximum likelihood estimations.
Smoothing. We smooth the probabilities P MLE (x|u) for the models Query Terms, Entities and Entities and their categories for considering missing items in a user's profile. For simplicity, we apply Add-1 Smoothing [2] for this so that a missing term x is assumed to occur only once rather than not at all in the user's profile, and the probabilities for other items in the user profile are adjusted accordingly. This helps with the user profile sparsity problem.
Experimental Setup

Dataset and Statistics
We utilize queries that were collected in a query log of the Yahoo! search engine over a period of 2.5 months in 2011. Each query is associated with a user. We ran a series of filters to eliminate adult, robot, or garbled queries. Further, we prepared the data as follows:
1. Filtering navigational queries: Queries that have been identified as navigational are not suitable for personalization because the user's purpose is merely to reach a particular web page. We filter navigational queries by means of a dictionary with 1,000,000 entries. 2. Which users to prefer for user profile learning and query prediction: For our experiments we build user profiles and evaluate their quality by predicting the owners of unseen 'future' queries. We choose a qualitative set of users from the query log according to two criteria: (1) users with the highest number of unique queries; (2) users with the highest number of unique entity categories in their queries. 3. Choosing users for user profile learning and query prediction: From the two approaches to ranking users, we choose the top k = 100 users with their queries, yielding close to 37,000 queries for the experiments. The datasets are referred to as numQ (number of unique queries) and numE (number of unique entity categories). 4. Train/test split: In order to split the data into train and test we choose a time-based split: information from the first 2 months of the query log for the k users is used for model learning and construction, whereas the last 2 weeks are the basis for query prediction and testing. For model construction, we consider all the (unfiltered) queries of the k users.
Prediction Queries:
For the experiments we use the test queries obtained from the time-based split of the query log described in step 4. We filter these queries to only retain those that have been issued by at least 2 unique users. This is to ensure an evaluation over a qualitative query set. The resulting queries are used for the prediction experiments. 6. Experiments: We do 5-fold cross-validation on this test query set by dividing it randomly into 5 roughly equal, non-overlapping splits. We report the average results over the 5 validation splits in the paper.
As named-entity tagger we use a production quality tagger at Yahoo! that identified 38 different named entity categories in the entire query log. Purely numeric queries such as phone or tracking numbers are filtered since they are unsuitable for personalization. For the syntax-level models we utilize the Stanford Dependency Parser [6] for extracting sub phrases with 16 different dependency parse label sequences (DPLS). A quick analysis revealed that diverse DPLS are very well represented in users' profiles in the whole query log.
Evaluation Approach
Our objective in this paper is to model the user-query relationship independently of other search components: given users' past queries, can we effectively predict the most likely user to have issued a given present/future query? There can be several users that have actually issued a query. For each query we determine the set of correct users C q = {c 1 , . . . , c n } as follows: each user c i in the test time split of the query log after time T having issued the query q is regarded as a correct user for q. This guarantees that all correct users are unseen during the profile building or training stage, which uses the time split of the query log before time T .
We want to evaluate whether at least one correct user was found until rank n. This can be measured with Success:
where I correct (q, n) is an indicator random variable equaling 1 if at least one user c i ∈ C q for q is present until rank n, and 0 otherwise. In our experiments, we report Average Success@n across all test queries. Then, we would like to know what the rank of the first correct user is, which can be addressed with (average) MRR: (12) where rank i is the rank of the first correct user c i for q. Users are considered until rank n. Finally, we must evaluate how many of all correct users were found until rank n. We utilize Recall for this:
where the numerator denotes the number of correct users found for q until rank n, and the denominator refers to the total count of correct users |C q |. Again, we report Average Recall@n over all test queries in our results.
Experimental Results
Effectiveness of Search Query Profiles
The following experiments have been performed by means of 5-fold-cross validation as explained in Section 4. In Table 1 we have the results for the prediction experiments for the numQ data set. In this data set the users have the highest number of unique queries in their user profiles. We compare all the methods that we introduced in Section 3 by observing MRR and Success at different ranks.
In the MRR results, we can see significant incremental changes from T to E and to EC over all MRR ranks as more information from the user profiles is employed. It is not surprising that adding in entity phrases in addition to terms yields a larger gain (T → E) than including named entity category information in addition to terms and entities (E → EC). Related terms and entities (RelTE) result in another major boost over all ranks, yielding a maximum relative improvement of 24.5% over T at rank 1 for both measures (0.1868). This is statistically significant over all the other methods at the same ranks. Table 1 . Averaged cross-validation results on the numQ dataset for the baseline method (T), Entity Model (E), Entities and their categories Model (EC), Related Entities Model (RelTE), Syntactic Phrases Model (DP), and the Syntactic Phrases Model falling back to RelTE (DP+RelTE). Bold entries are statistically significant over all non-bold ones at same ranks with p-value < 0.03 using the paired two-sided t-test. Starred entries are statistically significant to immediately adjacent entries to the left. Table 2 . Averaged cross-validation results on the numE dataset for the same methods as in Table 1 . The same statistical significance test is performed with p-value < 0.05. However the DP and DP+RelTE models do not improve the rankings of the users further. In the Success results there is a similar trend as with MRR. RelTE remains the most successful model except for rank 20 at which we observe no significant difference between the models. Table 2 shows the same results for the numE data set with slightly lower numbers over all. In this dataset the users have the highest number of unique entity categories in their profiles. This aspect makes the prediction task more difficult since some entity categories may be unseen in the user profile.
The next two Figures 2 and 3 show Recall at different ranks for all the methods. This allows us to understand how good the methods are at predicting all the correct users for a query. One observation in these results is that E gets worse in recall with higher ranks. We can clearly see the usefulness of including named entity category information here, which is stronger pronounced than in the MRR and Success results. RelTE has the highest Recall at all ranks except for rank 50: here EC dominates.
In order to see how the models perform on a user by user basis, we plotted the personalization potential in Figures 4 and 5 . Personalization Potential for data set numQ displaying the fraction of users for which at least a certain fraction of queries were correctly predicted at rank 10 the users at least a certain fraction of queries were predicted correctly at rank 10. A higher curve signifies that more queries were predicted correctly for more users. The graphs show that there is larger personalization potential with the numQ data set, which again confirms that the numE data set is more challenging. But in both graphs RelTE performs best, followed by EC, and then E. Only in the 0.8 -1.0 range on the x axis in Figure 4 we can see a small inconsistency: it is harder for the better models to predict at least 80% of the queries correctly for a small fraction of users than it is for E. This is interesting and hints to entity phrases and terms being a reliable source of information when we want to achieve high recall for a single user -as opposed to achieving high recall for a query across several users (which is what the results in Figures 2 and 3 showed).
Qualitative Analysis
When analyzing the results further, we observe a roughly equal size of queries for which performance changes in terms of the Success measure for the models DP and EC. Although there are changes in the scores, the syntax level models do not discriminate well enough between users to significantly change the order of the rankings. This may be due to the strong representation of various dependency parse label sequences in users' profiles. Table 3 shows some example queries together with their DPLS. Queries in the upper part improving performance tend to be longer and have more DPLS. In the lower part we have queries that get worse. Often, for such queries none of the 16 rules we have can be applied. We experimented by expanding our rule set but this yielded very small performance gains. We conclude that for user profiling syntax level models may only be applicable to very long and well formed queries. In our current test data set fewer than 21% queries (for numQ; and 27% for numE) have at least 3 terms, so this candidate set is not ideal for testing syntax level models. DPLS are well-represented in user profiles, but the majority of the queries is short. This analysis gives us some intuition about where these approaches could be useful. 
Conclusions
User profiles are embedded in a variety of search personalization tasks in order to present more relevant results to users. To understand the user-query relationship, we study user search queries profiling models in isolation of other components. For this, we utilize named entities detected in the query, the corresponding entity categories, and related terms and entities in our models. Further, we analyze the syntactic structure of longer queries in syntax-level models. Our experimental results reveal that the best performing model employs related terms and entities in addition to the query's own terms and entities. The next step is to utilize these findings for user modeling in search personalization tasks such as providing better query suggestions: given a user and a query, which query is most likely to be issued next? For this, we can modify our user profile learning model by just flipping the conditional probability around: instead of estimating the owner of a query, we would estimate the likelihood of a query for a given user. Of course, this model could be further extended to include other components like information from users' clicks on documents.
